
   

 
Paradise Wildlife Park 

White Stubbs Lane, Broxbourne, Hertfordshire, EN10 7QA 

 

 

Cleaning Operatives Required 

We currently have opportunities for people to join our Cleaning Team, working across the site to keep the 

Park clean and tidy and to ensure our visitors have a safe and enjoyable visit.  

Our aim is for every customer to have a brilliant experience, every time they visit, and part of that is to ensure 

we maintain a clean, safe, family friendly environment. As one of our Cleaning Operatives, you'll be part of 

making that happen, whether you're keeping our washrooms clean and tidy, dealing with emergency 

cleaning requests or picking up litter. We want people with the ability to work in a fast-paced, high energy 

environment, who can greet everyone with a genuine smile plus has the ability to connect with customers 

and make them feel valued. 

You’ll also need to understand the importance of maintaining high standards of quality, service and 

cleanliness, work efficiently and productively and your appearance should be smart and clean. 

 

Duties include: 

• Ensuring all washrooms and toilet blocks are kept clean, tidy and well stocked 

• Deal with any emergency cleaning jobs as and when required 

• Maintain the general cleanliness of the site, including litter collection, emptying bins and sweeping of 

pathways and other areas 

• To understand responsibilities and adhere to all company policies and procedures, especially in relation 

to Fire Procedures, Health and Safety, COSSH and Infection Control 

In return you will receive a salary above the National Minimum Wage, full uniform, a range of staff 

discounts/benefits and the opportunity to work at one of Hertfordshire’s best loved tourist attractions and 

be part of a team where no two working days are the same! 
 

To apply please email your CV and covering letter to hr@pwpark.com   
Applicants must be over 17 years of age 

(We reserve the right to close the vacancy early depending on the number of applications received, so 
encourage you to submit your details as soon as possible if you are interested) 
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